Cryptography plays an important role in confidentiality, privacy protection, integrity verification. The most widely used public key cryptosystem including RSA system and elliptic curve cryptography. Since quantum algorithm and quantum computer are both developed rapidly, the current public key cryptosystem and signature scheme are under threaten, including RSA and elliptic curve cryptography. In this paper, an internal perturbation based on two-dimension chaos system is proposed to improve the security of traditional multivariate public key signature system. The outputs of central map in multivariate public key cryptosystem are acted as initializers for a two dimension chao system. When two sequences are calculated in chaos system, the corresponding elements are multiplied one by one. When both of multivariate public key cryptosystem and chaos system are estimated, the outputs of the two system are added to get the final signature. Because of the nonlinearity and unpredictability of chaos system, the proposed signature system is able to resist bilinear attack and rank attack and as a consequence, the proposed signature scheme is more secure than traditional multivariate public key signature systems.
Introduction
As the rapid development of information technology, information acts as a vital strategic resources in modern society. Information security is related to national security and social stability [1] [2] . RSA cryptosystem and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) are two major signature systems widely used in network applications [3] [4] . The RSA public key cryptosystem is based on the complexity of big integer factorization [5] and elliptic curve cryptography is originated from discrete logarithm [6] . These two cryptosystems are secure enough under the current computer calculate ability [7] . However, quantum algorithm developed by Peter Shor from Bell laboratory is able to attack the above two systems in polynomial time [8] . As a result, the major signature systems are not secured any more.
Post-quantum cryptography is a hot topic interesting lots of researchers. Multivariate public key cryptosystem (MPKC) is one of cryptosystems who are able to resist quantum algorithm. Besides, the computational complexity of MPKC is much less than RSA and elliptic curve cryptography [9] . The most common MPKC includes MI system developed by Matsumoto and Imai in 1988 [10] , Hidden Field Equation (HFE) system proposed by Patarin in 1995 [11] , Unbalanced Oil and Vinegar (UOV) Schemes designed by Patarin in 1997 [12] , Tame Transformation system originated by T.T.Moh in 1999 [13] . Because of the theoretical limitation, MPKC is suitable for signature rather than encryption. For instance, there are three families about Oil-Vinegar scheme: balanced Oil-Vinegar, unbalanced Oil-Vinegar and Rainbow. Balanced Oil-Vinegar and unbalanced Oil-Vinegar are single layer scheme. While rainbow is a multilayer signature scheme. Though the Rainbow scheme was a very efficient public key signature scheme with a very high security level, it was broken in the next few years. A multivariate signature scheme SFlash was accepted by NESSIE(New European Schemes for Signatures, Integrity and Encryption) for European standard of low energy consumption intelligent card [11] . However, Sflash was broken by Dubios three years late [12] . Trap-door modification is an efficient and feasible method to improve the security of MPKC [13] [14] . HFE, for example, is a modification of MI scheme with minus trap-door (HFE-) and plus-minus trap-door (HFE+-). And 6th International Conference on Electronics, Mechanics, Culture and Medicine (EMCM 2015) more attention is paid on other trap-door about HFE such as HFEv and HFEv_ (HFEv-minus) [16] . These modifications are inspired by Oil-Vinegar and the Minus method. There is a famous signature scheme based on Tame Transformation system as well: Tame Transformation Signature (TTS) scheme proposed by Chen and Yang in 2003. The basic idea is to apply minus trap-door on tame transformation system [17] . This paper proposes a novel internal trap-door modification in MPCK for signature. Based on the nonlinearity of chao system, a two-dimension chao system is utilized as a trap-door modification for MPKC.
Basic Theory
Internal Perturbation of MPKC. The mathematical structure of MPKC is shown in Eq. (1) [18] . 
(2) Minus method: "-" The minus method removes equations from central map rather than adds them [20] . We can see the central map from equation(3). 
The plus method is believed to be slightly more secure than basic MPKCs. Furthermore, the minus method enhances the security of basic multivariate schemes obviously. However, most of these perturbations can only be used for signing messages.
Chaos Theory. Chaos is defined as random behavior of deterministic system. There are at least three characteristics in chaos system: being sensitive to initial values, having random-like property and unpredictability [21] . According to the number of variables in an equation, chaos equations can be categorized into one-dimension, two-dimension and three-dimension equations which are shown in Eq. (4), (5), (6) respectively [22] .
Where (x, y, z) represent some meaningful variables and act as system trajectory. And also system parameters δ, ρ, β are participating in calculation.
Multivariate-Chaos Signature System
The proposed signature system is depicted in Fig. 1 . The internal trap-door modification is that the initial values are generated from the outputs of central map. In the two-dimension chaos system, a modular arithmetic is applied since the element 0 and element 1 in F q are both existed whatever the domain F q is. Taking the first two outputs of central map as initial values of two-dimension chaos system, a novel multivariate signature system with chaos-perturbation is originated. The public key, i.e. polynomials of degree 2 over finite fields, is shown as Eq. (8). 
And the private key consists of maps S, T, p and z.
two-dimention chaos system T: Thus, we can solve these invertible equations shown above and have all values of (x' 1 ,…,x' n ). Then we apply the inverse of S and estimate X=(x 1 ,…, x n )=T -1 (X'). In the next step, we will calculate chaos sequence. By taking y' 1 , y' 2 as initial stimulus and specify parameters B and C, we can generate chaos sequence, which we denote by z=(z 1 ,z 2 ,…, z n ). We add the plain message Y and z and a new value Y is calculated. 
Conclusions.
A novel multivariate public key signature system is proposed in this paper. The advantages of chaos system are the nonlinearity, unpredictability and long periodicity. Taking advantage of these performances, an internal perturbation of multivariate public key signature scheme is developed. The outputs of multivariate public key cryptosystem are nonlinearly combined with the outputs of chaos system and thus, the signature is perturbed by a chaos system. Due to the nonlinearity of chaos system, the matrix relationship between plaintexts and signature is not existed and thus the bilinear attack and rank attack are both under resistance.
